


OUR AIM IS TO GET YOU TOOUR AIM IS TO GET YOU TO

YOUR GOALYOUR GOAL AS QUICKLY AS AS QUICKLY AS

POSSIBLE WITH THE LEASTPOSSIBLE WITH THE LEAST

AMOUNT OF EFFORTAMOUNT OF EFFORT



TO DO THAT WE WANT TOTO DO THAT WE WANT TO

MAXIMISE EVERY SESSION IN THEMAXIMISE EVERY SESSION IN THE

GYM - THIS DOESN’T MEAN EVERYGYM - THIS DOESN’T MEAN EVERY

SESSION BEING YOUR MAXIMUMSESSION BEING YOUR MAXIMUM

“Some give up due to slow progress. Never realising“Some give up due to slow progress. Never realising

that slow progress is still progress.”that slow progress is still progress.”



I’VE BROKEN THIS DOWN INTO AI’VE BROKEN THIS DOWN INTO A

FEW SECTIONS....FEW SECTIONS....

NUTRITION WARM-UP MOBILITY

Each section on it’s own won’t do much but put them together andEach section on it’s own won’t do much but put them together and

they will increase the quality of your gym sessions exponentially.they will increase the quality of your gym sessions exponentially.

SUPPLEMENTS MINDSET



NUTRITION

Doesn’t need to be complicated. Nutritional timing

is a low priority when it comes to making changes

in your physique.
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1-3 HOURS BEFORE - BALANCED MEAL - PROTEIN, CARBS, FATS

PRE

Sandwich on whole-grain bread, lean protein and a side salad

Egg omelet and whole-grain toast topped with avocado spread and a cup of fruit

Lean protein, brown rice and roasted vegetables

If Your Workout Starts Within 2–3 Hours or More

Protein smoothie made with milk, protein powder, banana and mixed berries

A cup of oatmeal topped with banana and sliced almonds

Natural almond butter and fruit preserve sandwich on whole-grain bread

If Your Workout Starts Within 2 Hours

Greek yogurt and fruit

Protein bar and fruit

A piece of fruit, such as a banana, orange or apple

If Your Workout Starts Within an Hour or Less

https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/best-protein-powder


NOT NECESSARY

INTRA



1-2 HOURS AFTER BALANCED MEAL - PROTEIN, CARBS, FATS

POST

If you’re wanting to eat something sweet (refined carbs) this is the perfect

time to do it)



WARM-UP

(Not spending 20 minutes on a treadmill)



THE AIM OF THE WARM UP IS 2 THINGS

AIM

Prepare your body for the session it is about to do1

Prepare your mind for the session it is about to do - and to push through2



MOBILITY

A 5-10 general mobility routine moving key joints.

(Not static stretching)



5-10 MINUTES

SPECIFICITY

We want to pay particular attention to the movements we’re going to be doing at

the beginning of the session because after those we’ll be fully warm anyway



SUPPLEMENTS

Supplements are the last thing we focus on and are often

oversold, over promise and hardly move the needle.



PRE

Caffeine 20-30 minutes before (There is no point taking it at the start of your

session) Also, consider the impact on your sleep

POST

Creatine should be taken everyday. Ignore ‘loading phases. Protein - for

convenience, not a necessity. I’d recommend an isolate protein - easier to digest.



MINDSET

Getting this right around training, especially on the days

we don’t feel like training is key to consistency AND

progression.



ROUTINE

Try to have a regular gym routine. You will find that your discipline and motivation are much better if you train

consistently at the same time. You’ll know it’s gym time.
1

Have a regular pre-gym routine. This doesn’t have to be long and complicated. (Mine is literally getting in the

car in my gym gear and driving and thinking about the session)
2

Fill your session out the same every time. Make your session repeatable3



SELF TALK

Segmenting - break it down. First exercise (s). 1 set at a time. Break the reps down if you need to. “Can I get

another rep out?”
1

If you’re not assessing, you’re guessing. How many reps did you do last week? What weight did you lift? How

difficult was it?
2

How can you be stronger for longer?3

Talk yourself into the big lifts. Your mind will give up on you long before your body does. Don’t let it.4



WHAT ABOUT WHEN YOU DON’T 

WANT TO TRAIN?



WHAT ABOUT WHEN YOU DON’T WANT TO TRAIN?

Remember your why. Think of the feeling. Think of the impact. Think of the consequence.1

The 2 minute rule / the first set rule 2

Know that activity will always change your mood in a positive way. Who has ever felt worse after a session?3

Listen to your body - What has been going on outside of the gym? Is more stress a good idea? Is there

something else that can be done?
4



WHAT QUESTIONS

DO        HAVE?YOU




